
Study 4: Viewers with high preexisting intrinsic motivation do 
not demonstrate social motivation contagion

• Method: Participants indicated their intrinsic motives for engaging in 
holiday-related activities in initial survey. Later viewed Instagram post about 
sharer’s holiday market experience. Sharer motives manipulated via caption 
(photo held constant).

• High Sharer Intrinsic Motives Condition: “Checking out the holiday 
markets is one of my favorite things to do during this magical time of 
year”

• Low Sharer Intrinsic Motives Condition: “It wouldn’t be the full holiday 
market experience if I didn’t take a cliché pic.”

• DV: Time spent in subsequent virtual holiday market

Study 1: Initial evidence of social motivation contagion on 
social media

• Method: Participants identified experience shared by someone they follow 
on social media

• IV: Perceptions of the sharer’s intrinsic consumption motives

• Degree of “maximizing… personal enjoyment, stimulation…”

• DV: Likelihood viewer would engage in similar experience

• Mediator: Viewer’s anticipated motives for engaging in similar experience

• Results:
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Abstract
Consumers spend a lot of time on social media viewing content about others’ 

consumption experiences. We demonstrate that consumers make inferences 
about sharers’ original experiential consumption motives (i.e., how intrinsic they 
are) based on their shared content. We further illustrate how these motive-based 
inferences spill over to influence viewers’ own motives for engaging in similar 
experiences via a social motivation contagion process. We demonstrate the 
impact of this social motivation contagion process on consumers’ likelihood to 
engage in similar experiences, enjoyment of similar experiences, and time spent 
engaging in similar experiences.

Background
• Viewers often use elements of shared content on social media to make 

inferences about how intrinsically-motivated the sharer is (Berger & Barasch, 2018; 

Berman et al., 2015)

• Intrinsic motivation = inherently rewarding/stimulating

• We propose that the inferences viewers make about sharers’ experiential 
consumption motives influence viewers’ own motives for engaging in a similar 
experience 

• Occurs via Social Motivation Contagion (Wild & Enzle, 2002)

• Experiences are representations of our true selves (Gilovich et al., 2015)

• Consuming the same experience as another makes one feel more closely 
aligned with that other (Gilovich & Gallo, 2020)

• If a consumer anticipates consuming an experience similar to that of another, 
they may anticipate some alignment between them and that other

• This can shape their expectations, and ultimately motives, when engaging in a 
similar experience

• If social motivation contagion leads to less intrinsic viewer motives, viewers 
should demonstrate:
• Lower likelihood to engage in similar experiences
• Lower enjoyment of similar experiences
• Less time spent engaging in similar experiences
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Additional notes
• Social motivation contagion only occurs when similarity between 

sharer and viewer is sufficiently high (e.g., same age and gender)

• Effect not driven by broader social evaluations of the sharer

Study 3: Consumption consequences
• Method: Participants viewed Instagram post about sharer’s car museum 

experience with one of two captions (photo held constant).

• High Sharer Intrinsic Motives Condition: “Had a great visit to the car 
museum this weekend. So many beautiful cars and really interesting to 
learn about their history.”

• Low Sharer Intrinsic Motives Condition: “Had a great visit to the car 
museum this weekend. Just chilling will all kinds of wild and hard to find 
cars. No big deal.”

• DV: Time spent in subsequent virtual car museum

Mediated by viewer’s intrinsic motives during virtual experience

Inferences about sharer
• Less intrinsic 

consumption motives

Weaker viewer 
intrinsic motives

Lower likelihood to 
engage in similar 

experience

Study 2: Direct evidence of social motivation contagion
• Method: All participants viewed Instagram post about sharer’s holiday 

market experience and read information about the sharer.

• High Sharer Intrinsic Motives Condition: sharer “likes to engage in 
experiences that… will be inherently enjoyable… personally stimulating…”

• Low Sharer Intrinsic Motives Condition: sharer “likes to engage in 
experiences that…. will look impressive to other people…”

• DV: Viewer intrinsic motives after mentally simulating a similar experience

Mediated by perceptions of the sharer’s intrinsic consumption motives
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